
PRACTICALACTION�ORG�BEATTHEmOOD

This challenge is designed to help your pupils tackle a pressing global issue from a variety of 
PERSPECTIVES��)T�S�mEXIBLE��ADAPTABLE��AND�CAN�BE�DONE�IN�ONE�DAY�OR�IN�SEVERAL�SESSIONS��!T�ITS�HEART�
YOU�LL�lND�RICH�LEARNING�ACTIVITIES�WHICH�WILL�ENGAGE�YOUR�PUPILS�IN�THE�CHALLENGE��AND�A�mEXIBLE�
FRAMEWORK�THAT�CAN�BE�ADAPTED�TO�SUIT�YOUR�NEEDS��

Context

Flooding due to climate change has the potential to cause devastation by destroying people’s 
homes and lives. Beat the Flood�ENABLES�PUPILS�TO�LEARN�ABOUT�THE�EFFECTS�OF�mOODING��AND�THE�
role of development organisations that support communities to develop homes that reduce their 
vulnerability to changing climates. 

3ET�ON�THE�lCTITIOUS�ISLAND�OF�@7ATU���PUPILS�ARE�CHALLENGED�TO�DESIGN�A�HOME�FOR�A�COMMUNITY�ON�
7ATU�)SLAND�ABLE�TO�WITHSTAND�THE�EFFECTS�OF�mOODING��THEN�MAKE�A�MODEL�OF�THEIR�DESIGN�AND�TEST�IT��

7E�RECOMMEND�DIVIDING�THE�CLASS�INTO�SMALL�GROUPS�OF����PUPILS�TO�COMPLETE�THE�CHALLENGE��

4EACHER�S�'UIDE

Make the most of the challenge for your pupils

Pupils completing the challenge can also be entered into:

0RACTICAL�!CTION�S�Beat the Flood competition.�7E�ARE�OFFERING�GROUP�AND�SCHOOLS�VOUCHER�
PRIZES�FOR�AN�OVERALL�WINNING�DESIGN�FROM�A�PRIMARY�AND�SECONDARY�SCHOOL��$EADLINE����TH�
!PRIL�������&OR�MORE�DETAILS�GO�TO�
WWW�PRACTICALACTION�ORG�BEATTHEmOOD��

!�CREST Discovery Award��SUITABLE�FOR�SECONDARY�PUPILS	��AND�#2%34�34!2�!WARDS�
(primary). 

4HE�CHALLENGE�OVERVIEW��OVERLEAF	�INDICATES�WHICH�ACTIVITIES�ARE�REQUIRED�FOR�THE�COMPETITION�
AND�#2%34�!WARDS��&OR�MORE�DETAIL�LOOK�AT�Beat the Flood�WITH #2%34�3TAR�AND�#2%34�
!WARDS�SHEET��
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Setting the scene. Starter activities

Activity Name Time Documents needed
Beat the Flood

challenge

Beat the Flood 

competition
CREST Discovery Award*

3TARTER�QUESTIONS ���MINS One starter question sheet per pupil 2ECOMMENDED 2EQUIRED 2ECOMMENDED

3TARTER�ACTIVITY��WHERE�IN�THE�
WORLD�

���MINS
One Where in the world? sheet and world map per 
group

2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED

7HO�S�AT�RISK�ON�7ATU� ���MINS
One map of Watu Island and one set of community 

cards per group
2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED 2EQUIRED

Main challenge activities

Activity Name Time Documents needed
Beat the Flood

Challenge

Beat the Flood 

competition
CREST Discovery Award*

Learning from Others ���MINS One Learning from others case study sheet per group 2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED 2EQUIRED

Testing structures ���MINS
Teacher’s notes and laminated structures template 

sheets 1 and 2 per group
2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED 2EQUIRED

Testing materials for tensile 
strength and absorbency

���MINS Teacher’s notes and one pupil record sheet per group 2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED 2EQUIRED

#OSTING�ACTIVITY�SHEET ���MINS
One costing sheet and one set of material cards 
sheets per group

2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED

$EVELOPING�A�SPECIlCATION�AND�
DESIGNING�A�mOOD�PROOF�HOME

��HR
One SPECIlCATION�SHEET and design ideas sheet per 
pupil. One lNAL�DESIGN�SHEET per group.

2EQUIRED 2EQUIRED 2EQUIRED

$EVELOPING�A�MODEL ��HR 2EQUIRED 2EQUIRED 2EQUIRED

Beat the Flood test
��MINS�
per group

2EQUIRED 2EQUIRED 2EQUIRED

Pupils’ presentations
��MINS�
per group

One How did they do? sheet per pupil 2ECOMMENDED 2ECOMMENDED 2EQUIRED

3UMMATIVE�QUESTIONS ���MINS One summative question sheet per pupil 2ECOMMENDED 2EQUIRED 2ECOMMENDED

4EACHER�S�'UIDEChallenge Overview


$ETAILS�OF�SUGGESTED�ACTIVITIES�TO�GAIN�THE�#2%34�3TAR�!WARDS�ARE�AVAILABLE�AT�PRACTICALACTION�ORG�BEATTHEmOODCREST�
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Running the challenge  
             
!SK�THE�PUPILS�TO�COMPLETE�THE�STARTER�QUESTION�SHEET��)F�YOU�ARE�ENTERING�OUR�COMPETITION�YOU�WILL�
NEED�TO�SEND�THESE�IN�WITH�YOUR�ENTRIES��

Setting the Scene

4HE�MAIN�0OWER0OINT�PRESENTATION�STARTS�WITH�lVE�SLIDES�WHICH�SET�THE�GLOBAL�SCENE�FOR�THE�
CHALLENGE��AND�INTRODUCES�THE�7HERE�IN�THE�WORLD��ACTIVITY��

9OU�MAY�ALSO�WISH�TO�SHOW�A�VIDEO�CLIP�@"EAT�THE�&LOOD��&LOOD�RESISTANT�HOMES�IN�"ANGLADESH��
available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GICQpTOsxS8

3LIDES����INTRODUCE�THE�CHALLENGE�FACED�BY�THE�ISLANDERS�ON�7ATU��4HIS�BEGINS�THE�Beat the Flood 
challenge.

'IVE�EACH�GROUP�OF�PUPILS�THEIR�COMMUNITY�CARD�AND�ISLAND�MAP�AND�ALLOW�THEM�TO�READ�ABOUT�THEIR�
COMMUNITY���!SK�PUPILS�TO�IDENTIFY�THE�HOMES�AND�OTHERS�FEATURES�WITHIN�THEIR�COMMUNITY�THAT�
THEY�FEEL�ARE�MOST�AT�RISK��AND�HAVE�A�CLASS�DISCUSSION�ABOUT�WHICH�ARE�THE�MAIN�AREAS�AND�RISKS�OF�
mOODING�FOR�THE�ISLANDERS�

0UPILS�CAN�MARK�ON�THEIR�MAPS�THE�HOMES�AND�AREAS�MOST�AT�RISK�OF�mOODING��%NCOURAGE�PUPILS�TO�
JUSTIFY�THEIR�CHOICES�AND�DISCUSS�THEM�WITH�CLASSMATES�

Main challenge

3LIDES�����SET�THE�CHALLENGE�TO�THE�PUPILS�TO�@$ESIGN�A�HOME�FOR�A�COMMUNITY�ON�7ATU�)SLAND�ABLE�
TO�WITHSTAND�THE�EFFECTS�OF�mOODING��AND�MAKE�A�MODEL�OF�YOUR�DESIGN�SO�YOU�CAN�TEST�IT��

7E�SUGGEST�THAT�ALL�GROUPS�CARRY�OUT�INDEPENDENT�RESEARCH�ON�mOODRESISTANT�HOMES�TO�HELP�THE�
DEVELOPMENT�OF�IDEAS��9OU�MAY�WISH�TO�USE�THE�Beat the Flood Learning from others sheet and the 
poster to introduce their research.

$EPENDING�ON�THE�TIME�AVAILABLE�AND�YOUR�SUBJECT�AREA��YOU�MAY�WISH�TO�SUPPORT�PUPILS��LEARNING�
WITH�ONE�OR�TWO�OF�THE�ACTIVITIES�BELOW�

� 4ESTING�MATERIALS��ABSORBENCY�AND�STRENGTH�
� 4ESTING�DIFFERENT�STRUCTURES�FOR�STRENGTH�
� #OSTING�YOUR�HOME��

0LEASE�NOTE�THAT�IF�YOU�WISH�TO�USE�THIS�ACTIVITY�TO�GAIN�A�#2%34�$ISCOVERY�!WARD��THE�MATERIALS�AND�
structures activities are mandatory.

4EACHER�S�'UIDE
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4EACHER�S�'UIDE

Developing ideas and modelling

(AND�OUT�PUPIL�DESIGN�SPECIlCATION�AND�DESIGN�IDEAS�SHEETS�TO�ALL�PUPILS�AND�ONE�lNAL�DESIGN�
SHEET�PER�GROUP��0UPILS�CAN�WORK�EITHER�INDIVIDUALLY�OR�AS�A�GROUP�ON�THE�SPECIlCATIONS�AND�INITIAL�
DESIGNS��4HEIR�lNAL�DESIGN�SHOULD�BE�DECIDED�AS�A�GROUP�

!LLOW�PUPILS�TIME�TO�WORK�THROUGH�DEVELOPING�THE�SPECIlCATIONS�AND�THEIR�DESIGN�IDEAS�BEFORE�
WORKING�ON�THE�lNAL�GROUP�DESIGN�

7HEN�THE�PUPILS�START�TO�DEVELOP�THEIR�IDEAS�FOR�THE�USE�OF�MATERIALS��YOU�MAY�WISH�TO�SUGGEST�THAT�
SOME�MODELLING�MATERIALS�REPRESENT�@REALLIFE��MATERIALS��&OR�EXAMPLE��LOLLY�STICKS�TO�REPRESENT�
WOOD��ALUMINIUM�FOIL�ON�CARD�TO�REPRESENT�CORRUGATED�METAL��)F�YOU�WISH�TO�DO�THIS��GIVE�EACH�GROUP�
A�SET�OF�MATERIAL�INFORMATION�CARDS�WITH�IDEAS�FOR�MODELLING�MATERIALS��

Testing model homes

Please note that the aim of the challenge is for pupils to appreciate the design issues of 
mOODRESISTANT�HOUSING��-AKING�THE�MODEL�IS�A�SMALL�PART�OF�THE�DESIGN�PROCESS��AND�SHOULD�BE�
presented as such.

!LLOW�PUPILS�A�SET�TIME�TO�MAKE�THEIR�MODELS�BEFORE�THE�Beat the Flood�TEST��7E�SUGGEST�THAT�EACH�
group takes a photograph of their model before and after the test.  

Final testing equipment needed: WASHING�UP�BOWLS�OR�SINK��WATER��HOSE�PIPE�

For the Beat the Flood�TEST�ALLOW�EACH�GROUP�TO�TEST�THEIR�MODEL�BY�STANDING�THEM�IN��CM�OF�WATER�
IN�A�WASHING�UP�BOWL�OR�SINK��THEN�SQUIRTING�WITH�A�HOSE�FOR���MINUTES��9OU�MIGHT�ALSO�CHOOSE�TO�
ADD�SOME�DEBRIS�TO�THE�WATER�SUCH�AS�STONES�AND�STICKS�TO�MAKE�THE�TEST�MORE�REALISTIC��9OU�CAN�
USE�THIS�AS�AN�OPPORTUNITY�TO�EXPLORE�THE�REALITY�OF�THE�TEST�WITH�STUDENTS�

Modelling resources

bamboo
CLING�lLM
grass
leaves
plasticine
lolly sticks
mud
tin foil

STRAWS
plastic bottles
string
glue
split pins
cardboard
splints
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4EACHER�S�'UIDE

Beat the Flood competition

)F�YOU�D�LIKE�TO�ENTER�ANY�OF�YOUR�PUPILS��DESIGNS�INTO�OUR�COMPETITION��PLEASE�SEND�THE�
FOLLOWING�

� 3TARTER�AND�SUMMATIVE�QUESTION�SHEETS
� )NDIVIDUAL�'ROUP�DESIGN�SPECIlCATION�AND�INITIAL�DESIGN�IDEAS�SHEETS
� 'ROUP�lNAL�DESIGN�SHEET
� 0HOTOGRAPH�OF�THEIR�MODEL�BEFORE�AND�AFTER�THE�mOOD�TEST

0LEASE�ENSURE�THAT�YOU�INCLUDE�YOUR�OWN�NAME�AND�SCHOOL�DETAILS�BEFORE�SENDING�THEM�TO��
"EAT�THE�&LOOD�#OMPETITION��%DUCATION�5NIT��0RACTICAL�!CTION��3CHUMACHER�#ENTRE��"OURTON�
ON�$UNSMORE��#6����1:�OR�EMAIL�TO�SCHOOLS PRACTICALACTION�ORG�UK�BY���TH�!PRIL������

Pupils’ presentations

!SK�EACH�GROUP�TO�PREPARE�A�PRESENTATION�FOR�THE�CLASS��)T�SHOULD�INCLUDE�

� 4HEIR�lNDINGS�ABOUT�THE�NEEDS�OF�THEIR�COMMUNITY�AND�THE�HOMES�MOST�AT�RISK�OF�mOODING���
 on the island
� 7HY�THEY�CHOSE�THE�MATERIALS�THEY�HAVE�USED
� 7HY�THEY�CHOSE�THEIR�STRUCTURE�
� 4HEIR�lNAL�DESIGN
� (OW�THEIR�MODEL�STOOD�UP�TO�THE�mOOD�TEST
� (OW�WELL�THEY�WORKED�AS�A�TEAM
� 7HAT�THEY�WOULD�DO�DIFFERENTLY�IF�THEY�DID�IT�AGAIN

'IVE�EACH�PUPIL�A�(OW�WELL�DID�THEY�DO��SHEET�SO�THAT�THEY�CAN�GIVE�EACH�GROUP�MARKS�FOR�THEIR�
DESIGN��MODEL�AND�TEAM�SKILLS��9OU�MAY�WISH�TO�USE�THE�RESULTS�TO�DO�A�CLASS�TALLY�TO�DECIDE�ON�AN�
OVERALL�WINNER�

#ERTIlCATES�ARE�AVAILABLE�FOR�EVERYONE�WHO�TAKES�PART��WITH�SPECIAL�CERTIlCATES�FOR�THE�WINNERS��4HEY�
can be found on the "EAT�THE�mOOD�MAIN�WEBSITE�PAGE�

After the challenge

!LLOW�PUPILS�TO�COMPLETE�THE�SUMMATIVE�QUESTIONS�

Scaling up:�9OU�CAN�EXTEND�YOUR�PUPILS��EXPERIENCE�BY�ENABLING�THEM�TO�DEVELOP�A�LARGER�SCALE
model or section of their homes using real materials.  
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-ATERIALS�AND�STRUCTURES�TESTS

Materials tensile strength test

This test will enable pupils to record the tensile strength of materials, and decide if these 

materials are suitable for their designs and model homes.

Instructions

Ask pupils to:

Set up the stands and clamps as shown above.

Measure and cut materials to a standard size, 15cm x 2cm where possible, to ensure a fair 

test.

Attach each material separately between 2 stands and clamps.

Add 10g weights, one after another, until the material either bends or breaks.

Record in their results table whether the material held the weight, buckled, or snapped under 

the weight.

Record the maximum weight tolerated by each material.

Depending on the time available and your subject area, you may wish to select one or two of 

the activities below to help pupils learn about the different materials and structures suitable 

FOR�HOMES�IN�mOODPRONE�AREAS�

Resources 

Each group will need:

���X�STANDS�AND�CLAMPS
�3ET�OF���G�WEIGHTS
�-ATERIALS�FOR�TESTING
�3CISSORS
���X�MATERIAL�RESULTS�TABLE

Teacher’s notes

Material 

being tested

��G�WEIGHTS��KEEP�ADDING�UNTIL�
the material fails to support
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Instructions

Ask pupils to:

Set up stand and clamps as shown above. They can set up several at once or carry out the test 

one at a time.

Measure and cut materials to a standard size, where possible 15cm x 2cm, to ensure a fair 

test.

Attach each material to the stand and clamp so that it is held in a vertical position over a glass 

beaker containing 25ml of coloured water. (Use water dyed with food colouring to make it 

easier to see the progress of the coloured water soaked up by the material.)

Start the timer when the materials are lowered into the water.

Leave the materials suspended in the water for 3 minutes, then remove them from the water 

and measure the distance that the water has travelled.

Record materials absorbency on their results table.

Materials absorbency test

This test will enable pupils to test the water absorbency of a range of materials.

Resources 

Each group will need:

�-INIMUM���X�STAND�AND�CLAMP��IDEALLY���SETS	
�4IMER
���X����ML�GLASS�BEAKERS
�&OOD�COLOURING
�2ULER�
�-ATERIALS�FOR�TESTING
���X�MATERIAL�RESULTS�TABLE

Teacher’s notes

Material 

being tested
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Starter activity
Ask pupils to arrange the images and facts as instructed in the Structures activity sheet.
Discuss as a group their understanding of the structures and how they could translate to the 
building of a home.

Model and test activity
Ask each group to think about structures used in homes and ask them to develop:

A pyramid and cube shell structure using the laminated sheets, one with 0g and one with 10g 
WEIGHT�OF�PLAYDOUGH�INSIDE�
A range of frame structures using the straws, some without weight and some with 10g 
PLAYDOUGH�ADDED�
A structure that combines a frame structure with straws and laminated shapes.

When the models are built, allow pupils to test them in a tray of shallow water. Agitate the trays to 
create waves.

Findings should reveal
The 0g shell structure will move easily.
The 10g shell structure will have a little resistance to movement.
The 10g frame structure will resist a good amount of movement.
The 10g frame with shell at base will move easily.
The 10g frame with shell part way up with resist a good amount of movement.

You may also wish to compare the structures and their resistance to wind.

With the models on a dry surface, using a hair dryer, the shell structures will have the greatest 
resistance to wind.

Emphasise the importance of understanding local conditions when designing.

!CTIVITY�FOR�TESTING�STRUCTURES

This activity enables pupils to learn about, evaluate, and model, shell and frame structures as to 
THEIR�SUITABILITY�TO�DEVELOP�HOMES�FOR�mOODPRONE�AREAS�

Resources 

Each group will need:

���X�STRUCTURES�TEMPLATE�SHEET����LAMINATED	
���X�STRUCTURES�TEMPLATE�SHEET����LAMINATED	
�$RINKING�STRAWS
�0LAYDOUGH�OR�BLU�TAC
�$IGITAL�SCALES
�#ELLOTAPE

�(AIRDRYER
�'LUEGUN
�3CISSORS
�0UPIL�ACTIVITY�SHEET��3TRUCTURES
















Teacher’s notes
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3TRUCTURES�TEMPLATE��

We suggest that the templates are printed onto card and laminated for pupils to use in the testing 
structures activity.
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3TRUCTURES�TEMPLATE��

We suggest that the templates are printed onto card and laminated for pupils to use in the testing 
structures activity.
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"EAT�THE�&LOOD�WITH�#2%34�3TAR�AND�#2%34�!WARDS

Practical Action has worked with the British Science Association to accredit the Beat the Flood 
challenge as part of the CREST Star Awards and CREST Awards. CREST Star Awards are aimed at 
children, usually aged 5-11, to develop their science, technology, engineering and mathematical 
problem solving skills. CREST Awards are primarily aimed at children aged 11-19.

#2%34�3TAR�!WARDS

There are three levels of award:

Star is primarily aged at 5-7 year olds, and requires children to complete eight short investigations 
from a pool of fantastic, simple to run activities.

Superstar is the next step up, but you don’t need to complete Star to start Superstar. Children 
complete 12 investigations, at a slightly higher level of complexity. Superstar is designed to bridge 
the 5-11 year old age range, but will typically work best for children aged 7-9 years. 

Megastar�IS�THE�lNAL�STEP�ON�THE�#2%34�3TAR�LADDER��#HILDREN�COMPLETE�THREE�LONGER�GUIDED�
investigations, and receive their Megastar Award.

To start delivering CREST Star Awards in your school or organisation, you need to join the scheme. 
4HERE�S�A�a���JOINING�FEE��PLUS�AN�ANNUAL�FEE�OF�a�����3O�YOU�PAY�a���IN�YOUR�lRST�YEAR��AND�a���
in subsequent years.) Once you join, you get access to the online resources which include amazing 
ACTIVITIES��AND�THE�ABILITY�TO�PRINT�YOUR�OWN�LOGBOOKS��STICKERS�AND�CERTIlCATES�FOR�YOUR�STUDENTS�

To use the Beat the Flood�CHALLENGE�TO�GAIN�#2%34�3TAR�!WARDS��YOU�MUST�lRST�BE�A�MEMBER�OF�THE�
scheme. Then you can:

Use one of the Materials and Structures tests as one activity towards a Superstar Award. 
Children must fully complete the activity and be able to explain the outcomes to their teacher 
or another adult. To receive the award, students need to complete a further eleven    
investigations from the pack.

Use the main challenge, as long as you complete the Materials and Structures tests to a KS2 
standard, as one investigation towards a Megastar Award. To get the award, students need to 
complete a further two investigations from the pack.

Though their standard of performance is not assessed, we expect teachers to have high 
expectations of their pupils, and only count the activity if children have worked hard and remained 
on task. This ensures that students show an understanding of what they have done.

#2%34�$ISCOVERY�!WARD

Not in a primary school? Got high ability students? Here’s the answer: the Beat the Flood 
Challenge is accredited as a CREST Discovery Award project. CREST Discovery is a brand new 
award for September 2013. 
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It rewards students; mainly in key stage three; who complete a day-long STEM Challenge that 
develops skills they would need to work in STEM, which are:

Self management – learning to accept responsibility for tasks and (where appropriate) show   
leadership of a group
Team working – learning to cooperate effectively with others, make a positive contribution   
to a team while respecting others’ contributions, and developing interpersonal skills
Problem solving – learning to analyse and solve technical problems and to apply creative   
(imaginative) approaches in developing realistic, innovative and original solutions
Research – learning to acquire new knowledge and apply it appropriately
Communication – learning to assimilate and pass on information effectively
2EmECTIVE�PRACTICE – learning to recognise the impact their actions have on a project, and   
how they can improve that impact (either by minimising negative impact or maximising  
POSITIVE�BENElT	�

To complete the Beat the Flood challenge as a CREST Discovery Award project, you will need to 
contact your CREST Local Coordinator. They will explain the requirements in detail, provide the 
materials for students to record their thoughts about their work, register the students and accept 
the registration fee of £3 per student.

CREST Discovery Awards are assessed by teachers in school. Alternatively your CREST Coordinator 
may invite STEM Ambassadors to assess if you both agree this is the best way to complete the 
assessment. The Award is not automatic, and your CREST Coordinator will be able to explain 
assessment when you discuss this with them.

We will expect all students completing the Challenge as a CREST Discovery Award to complete the 
activities indicated as required for CREST Discovery in the Challenge Overview. This does not mean 
you cannot complete the other activities, but the required ones are the minimum we expect. Each 
student will also be required to complete a CREST Discovery passport, which you can obtain from 
your CREST Coordinator.

Enjoyed your CREST Discovery Awards? Great! Why not move to the next level and do some Bronze, 
3ILVER�AND�'OLD�PROJECTS��4ALK�TO�YOUR�LOCAL�COORDINATOR�TO�lND�OUT�MORE�n�YOU�CAN�USE�Practical 
Action’s Global CREST Challenges�AS�A�STARTING�POINT��'O�TO�WWW�PRACTICALACTION�ORG�CREST�TO�lND�
out more.

You may well be asking yourself how an activity can be accredited at so many different levels of 
award. Simply put, CREST looks for students demonstrating skills and knowledge appropriate to 
stages of education. So, for a Superstar or Megastar Award, we look for students demonstrating 
KS2 skills and knowledge, regardless of the age of the student. For a Discovery Award, we look for 
students demonstrating KS3 skills and knowledge levels. This differentiated expectation means we 
can include the Beat the Flood challenge in several levels of Award.

For more information about CREST or CREST Star, please contact your local CREST Coordinator. 
9OU�CAN�lND�THEIR�DETAILS�HERE�
WWW�BRITISHSCIENCEASSOCIATION�ORG�CRESTAWARDS�lNDINGYOURCRESTLOCALCOORDINATORLISTVIEW�
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